
 

 

Are there three ways in which technology transformed the US economy from 1865-1898?  

Yes--  

 Machines were used to replace people to do unskilled work. (Documents 1 and 5) 

 New inventions made work more accurate and gave workers the ability work longer. (Documents 

3 and 4) 

 The development of new technologies in communication and transportation transformed the 

economy of the nation as it developed into the West. (Documents 2 and 6) 

 

From 1865-1898, the American economy was transformed by the development of new technologies and 

transportation as the nation expanded into the American West. During this period, new inventions such 

as the typewriter and the electric lightbulb made work more accurate and gave workers the ability to work 

a longer day—making them more productive. But, also at this time, new machines began to replace people 

to do unskilled work in both factories and farms.  

During the Gilded Age, machines were used for the first time to replace American workers. Prior to the 

Civil War which came to an end in 1865, workers in mills, farms and factories made products using simple 

machines (connection to thesis). However, after the war more complex machines emerged which began 

replacing large numbers of American workers (contextualization). In the article, Why We Are an Educated 

People, which was written about American factories for a Scottish audience, the writer discusses the fact 

that Americans are developing machines to replace laborers in American farms and factories (description). 

The article alludes to the fact that due to a scarcity of laborers, Americans are creating ingenious machines 

which can do the work of many people—thus, saving time and increasing their productivity (explanation). 

The point of view of the author is that Americans are starting a new industrial revolution that will be based 

not on skilled workers, but on the work of labor-saving machines (Document 1, “Why We Are an Educated 

People)(analysis). On American farms during the Gilded Age, people living on the Great Plains were 

harvesting large crops of grain which required lots of unskilled workers prior to this time (connection to 

the next document). But, now the invention of the thresher meant that fewer farm laborers were needed 

for the back-breaking task of separating the seeds from crops such as oats or wheat (explanation). In the 

photograph of the thresher pictured on J.B. Lee’s farm north of Shelton, Nebraska, in 1888, it shows about 

a dozen farm laborers working with one thresher to harvest thousands of acres of oats (Document 5, 

Photograph of Threshing on J.B. Lee’s Farm, 1888) (description). As machines replaced people new 

inventions such as the typewriter and electric lightbulb made work easier, more accurate, and led to a 

longer workday for American laborers.  

   


